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The SEAMAP project addresses the need for
cooperation between VET and the world of work in
the maritime sector by introducing systematic
approaches to and opportunities for VET and the
maritime sector, fostering integration of maritime
working life into maritime institution-based VET and
enhancing the entrepreneurial skills of the people
dealing with the maritime issues.
The project has four main objectives:
 to support internationally recognized seafaring
qualifications as a response to current identified
shortages of seafarers and employees at
shipbuilding sector.
 to create opportunities for young trainees and
maritime personnel to find jobs commensurate with
their qualifications
 to develop the entrepreneurial competences at
sea or ashore
 to create a web based platform to unify jobseekers, trainees and job placement providers in a
medium which will allow both parties easier access
to jobs and bring employees/trainees together
respectively.

The SEAMAP Project has been funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union. However, European Commission
and Turkish National Agency cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

KICK-OFF MEETING IN ISTANBUL

Maritime Job Profiles (O1)

The project, launched by the kick-off meeting, was
held on 12 February 2018 in Istanbul where the
important representatives from maritime and
vocational-education-training (VET) sectors
participated. The event was hosted by Lucent
Maritime, a subsidiary of LAM Group of Companies.

The maritime job profiles in Turkey, Spain,Poland
and Romania have been collated, classified and
mapped by the partnership:

Turkey

Spain

Poland

Romania

The main methodology of this output
activity was to collate, classify and map
the available maritime jobs for
Shipbuilding and Nautical professionals
in all partner countries, taking into
account ISCED-97, EQF and
STCW2010 competencies and
European and national
requirements.
The list of jobs is extensive
and cover all jobs related
to maritime. Each partner
made an extensive
research on maritime
jobs in each
participating
country.

After the official launch of the project, the partners were
gathered to discuss the project and the task distributions.

THE 2nd “SEAMAP” PROJECT MEETING FOCUSING ON
MARTIME CAREER PLATFORM WAS HELD IN SPAIN
The 2nd Transnational Project Meeting of SEAMAP project was
held in Cala d’Or, Mallorca, Spain between 4-5 June 2018. The
project meeting was hosted by project partner; Sea Teach. The
participants coming from Lucent Maritime (project coordinator),
Tuzla Kaymakamligi (District Governorship), Turk Loydu,
Constanta Maritime University, Danmar Computers and Sea
Teach gathered to discuss about the project progress, interim
report, supporting documents, to identify the basic principles,
tasks, methods and strategies for developing the action plan in
order to address the intellectual outputs, activities and the events
in the following months.
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